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Feedback on the Welsh 
Government's LGBTQ+ Action Plan

LGB Alliance Cymru 
supports the rights and 
protections of lesbians, 
gays and bisexuals in 
Wales.

Merched Cymru is is a 
grassroots group of 
ordinary women from 
across Wales who want 
to protect the sex-based 
rights of women and 
girls. Merched Cymru 
includes women from all 
age groups, ethnic 
backgrounds, sexual 
orientations, all faiths 
and none. It is not 
aligned to any political 
party.

We are working together 
to defend the rights of 
women and girls, gays 
and bisexuals in the face 
of gender ideology that 
redefines the categories 
of male and female in 
ways which are 
hazardous to women, 
girls and same-sex 
attracted persons.

Introduction
This report has been developed through consultation with 
professionals, feedback from the members of Merched 
Cymru and LGB Alliance Cymru, sister groups from across 
the UK and Ireland, and the proceedings of a webinar held in 
October.

It outlines our concerns around Welsh Government's LGBTQ+ 
Action Plan, and why we think Welsh Government needs to 
abandon the current plan and start afresh.

In the first section, we argue that the Action Plan as it stands 
creates a conflict of rights, that the language and 
methodology are flawed, and that the recommendations 
are incoherent. On this basis, we ask that the current Action 
Plan is abandoned and that a new Plan is developed, with 
higher levels of engagement with the grassroots LGB 
community and with respect to the principles of open 
government.

The second section includes blog posts and personal 
reflections from a wide range of perspectives, including 
experts in their field, activists, and campaigners. They make 
various and pointed critiques of the Action Plan based in 
their knowledge, experiences and expertise.

We are grateful for the knowledge which they so generously 
shared with us. 
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WHAT'S THE 
PROBLEM?

Welsh Government's LGBTQ+ Action Plan:
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What's the problem?
The background 
In July 2020, in response to the UK Government’s decision not to reform the Gender Recognition Act, 

Ministers Jane Hutt and Jeremy Miles published a ‘Statement of Support for Wales’ Trans Communities’. 

At the heart of that statement are two sentences which, if followed through at policy level, will end the sex- 

based rights of women and girls in Wales. 

We believe trans women are women, trans men are men and non-binary 
identities are valid. We restate our support for trans people’s right to self-
identification. 

If men can become women simply by saying that they are women, we will lose the right to female-only 

spaces – refuges, homeless hostels, hospital wards, mental-health units, prisons, toilets, changing rooms 

and lesbian spaces. We will lose our right to single-sex services, our right to request a female health 

professional or a female carer for ourselves or for elderly relatives. We will lose women-only sports, women-

only short-lists and women-only opportunities. 

Merched Cymru’s members have met with Jane Hutt, and with Mark Drakeford. LGB Alliance Cymru has 

tried repeatedly to meet with Ministers. We have been rebuffed and all our concerns dismissed

Both groups have sent letters and emails, reports and detailed statistics. We have explained that self-identity 

will undermine women’s safety, dignity and opportunities and provided evidence to support that claim from 

countries across the world. We have provided statistics that show that men who identify as women retain 

male-pattern offending rates and have pointed out that less than 10% undergo genital surgery. They remain 

men, physically and biologically. 

The 2020 ‘Statement of Support’ also set out Welsh Government’s intention to provide funding to Stonewall 

Cymru to work with stakeholders to develop a Trans Action Plan. This remit was then expanded; Stonewall 

were commissioned to develop a ‘Wales LGBTQ Action Plan’. 

We pointed out that Stonewall are publicly committed to ending women’s sex-based rights and that it was 

inappropriate for an anti-women lobby group to be leading on this important policy work. We also pointed 

out that ‘LGBTQ’ is not a homogeneous group, and that there are growing numbers of LGB people who feel 

that Stonewall do not speak for them. 

As stakeholders Merched Cymru and LGB Alliance Cymru asked if we could be involved in the discussions. 

LGB Alliance also offered their expertise, along with human rights expert Professor Rosa Freedman, 

members of the Society for Evidence-based Gender Medicine, Transgender Trend, Safe Schools Alliance, 

Labour Women’s Declaration and Fair Play for Women, among others. 

We were not invited to contribute. The consultation was drawn almost entirely from a self-selecting group 

of Stonewall staff and allies. 

A conflict of rights 
The Equality Act 2010, which is not devolved, offers certain legal rights to people who share protected 

characteristics. There are nine such characteristics – including sex (not gender), sexual orientation and 

gender reassignment (not identity). These definitions all rely on the common understanding of ‘sex’, ‘man’, 

‘woman’ and ‘sexual orientation’: those who drafted the Act obviously did not foresee a time when such basic 

CAN THE PLAN
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concepts would be on the front line of our culture wars. 

The Act does not create a hierarchy between the characteristics. Holding a particular faith, for instance, 

does not trump disability or marital status. The Courts have set out how to decide where there is perceived 

or actual conflict between different groups. All such procedures rely on evidence-based knowledge of 

implications for different groups in specific circumstances. 

For women and girls, for lesbians and gay men, a fundamental protection provided by the Equality Act is 

the right to single-sex spaces, services, and opportunities. This provision is now under attack.

The core demand from the trans rights movement, led by Stonewall, is that people should be allowed to 

self-identify their sex for legal and social purposes. This is known as self-ID. Trans activists present self-ID 

as administrative tidying up, as if mixed-sex access to prisons, refuges, changing rooms and hospital 

wards was a minor bureaucratic matter. And as if demanding access to lesbians’ or gay men’s social - and 

intimate - spaces were a basic human right.  

The Welsh Government has committed to campaign for devolution of self-ID. In the meantime, the Action 

Plan takes this controversial stance for granted, applying ‘Stonewall Law’ as the default. Gender trumps 

sex and sexual orientation; inner feelings trump biological reality. The Plan recommends that health 

professionals affirm the ‘gender identity’ of any child confused or distressed by their bodies; 

educationalists are required to teach the ‘queer umbrella’ without question, to encourage children to 

believe that they can be ‘born in the wrong body’. And they propose a Pride Commissar to ensure that any 

organisation celebrating our lesbian and gay history adopts right-think. 

These far-reaching changes are being promoted without adequate debate, without an evidence-base, 

without any consideration of the impact on people with other protected characteristics. This is not 

acceptable in a democratic society.

Our concerns include the process, the language, the methodology & research base, and the 

recommendations themselves.   

The process
The Nolan Principles of Public Life are the ‘basis of the ethical standards expected of public office holders’. 

They include Integrity, Objectivity, Accountability, Openness and Honesty. The Action Plan fails on all 

counts. 

It is instructive to compare the extensive, inclusive process which informed the consultation for the Race 

Equality Action Plan with the process used for the LGBTQ+ Action Plan. It is also disturbing.

In spite of the potential significance of this policy, the Independent Expert Panel – essentially the authors 

of the Action Plan – were largely self-selecting volunteers drawn from a small group of Stonewall Cymru 

staff and their allies. The normal public appointments process was bypassed. 

There was no acknowledgement that many LGB people, particularly lesbians, feel alienated and excluded 

by Stonewall and the gender ideology lobby. Their voices were not represented. There was no 

acknowledgement that Stonewall have explicitly stated their wish to deny women the right to single-sex 

spaces and services. Nor were any gender critical views allowed to intrude: LGBA Cymru, Merched Cymru, 

Labour Women’s Declaration Cymru, Safe Schools Alliance and Transgender Trend, among others, offered 

their expertise. The offers were rejected.
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Of particular concern is the public hostility shown by the chair of the Panel and many of the members 

towards those (a majority) who maintain a belief in sex as a biological reality. Panel members have openly 

insulted grassroots groups such as LGB Alliance Cymru and Women’s Place UK, and abused individual 

members of those groups privately and publicly. This abusive and divisive behavior is not acceptable. And 

yet it continues.

The Panel have recommended that a permanent Panel – an extension of the existing Stonewall-led one – 

should be established to oversee implementation of the recommendations. No information is provided on 

the selection process for this highly influential Panel, there is no guarantee of independence or expertise, 

and, on current evidence, little likelihood of adherence to the Nolan Principles. 

Of equal concern is the late arrival of a wholly inadequate Equality Impact Assessment - the mandated 

review of the possible impact on groups with other protected characteristics. 

In 2014 Welsh Government published a Trans Action Plan – essentially self-ID by the back door. We, and 

other women, asked where the Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) was. After lengthy correspondence 

through a number of Freedom of Information (FoI) requests, we were told that the EIA and the entire paper 

trail of meetings, minutes and decisions, had been ‘lost’. In both languages. We believe that Welsh 

Government was lying to us. There never was an EIA. In direct contravention of the Welsh Government’s 

Public Sector Equality Duty, the needs and rights of groups with other protected characteristics were 

simply not considered. 

We expected better on this occasion. We have been disappointed. Once again it took an FoI to get the 

Equality Impact Assessment published. The document itself is totally inadequate. Having refused to listen 

to the many individuals or groups raising concerns, it is perhaps unsurprising that Welsh Government 

claim there are no negative impacts. However, the fact that those challenging the recommendations – 

gender critical groups, faith groups, BAMER groups, health professionals, educators, social workers, 

parents, sports experts, human rights lawyers – were specifically excluded from the process suggests that 

our Government, and Stonewall, are well aware of the existence of alternative views. They have chosen to 

ignore them. Nor is there any reference to safeguarding vulnerable people (women, elders, children, people 

with learning disabilities) from abusers who will use any means available to reach them. 

Any potential negative impact of opening access to protected spaces and services is denied.

The language 
LGBTQ+ is not a homogenous community. The use of the acronym serves to confuse rather than to clarify. It 

has led to a set of recommendations of dubious relevance or value to the majority of members of this 

imaginary community. 

The LGB Alliance was formed because Stonewall no longer represented same-sex attracted people. Even 

within this demographic, issues affecting lesbians, gay men and bisexual people are very different. Their 

concerns and needs cannot be addressed without an appreciation of that specificity. Nor do trans people 

speak with a single voice: the lives of transwomen and transmen are very different, as are their reasons for 

transitioning. 

The language is based on a set of beliefs that are shared by a tiny minority. Words are defined according to 

gender ideology, not on the basis of common usage, dictionary definitions, or material/biological reality. 
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For example, the definition of ‘lesbian’ includes women and ‘some non-binary people’ who ‘may also identify with 

this term.’ People who identify as non-binary are either male or female. If the former they are not lesbians. Their 

claim on this ‘identity’ is unacceptable. That it should be used by Welsh Government in a policy context is 

inexcusable. Similarly ‘trans’ is defined as ‘an umbrella term to refer to people whose gender is not the same as, or 

does not sit comfortably with, the sex they were assigned at birth.’ No-one has their sex ‘assigned at birth’. We are all 

born male or female – including people with DSDs (Disorders of Sexual Development). Sex is binary and immutable. 

Many terms are contested – including by those in the ‘community’. For example, the term ‘queer’ is used in the title 

of the Plan and throughout the document in spite of the widespread antipathy of many LGB people to this term. 

‘Queer’ is offensive to many and its use in a formal government document is not acceptable. 

The ideological basis of the language renders much of the Plan entirely incoherent. For example: 

We want Wales to be a nation where everyone feels safe to be themselves, to be open 
about their sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex 
characteristics, at home, leisure or work without feeling threatened.

‘Being oneself’ in relation to one’s sexuality is not always appropriate – particularly at work. The need to ‘be open’ 

can easily become oppressive to others – men and boys ‘being themselves’ in terms of their sexuality has produced a 

tsunami of sexual harassment in our schools and colleges and society at large. A member of staff at the NSPCC who 

brought his sexual fetish to work was initially defended by the organisation – those complaining were accused of 

‘kink-shaming’ – until public opinion forced a resignation. 

And the notion of ‘being open’ about one’s ‘sexual characteristics’ is either meaningless gibberish or a flashers’ 

charter. The former would be preferred. Neither are acceptable.

Sex and gender are conflated and sex-based rights erased. The Plan reads: 

We know that issues being faced by the LGBTQ+ community are often multidimensional: 
that is why this action plan has an unprecedented focus on intersectionality. It aligns 
closely with all of our work to advance human rights and reduce inequality relating to 
gender, disability, faith, age and race. Equality is for and means everyone in Wales, with 
no-one left behind.

No-one except women – the female sex – it would seem. Stonewall’s stated intention is to remove women’s sex-

based rights as set out in the Equality Act 2010. This linguistic sleight of hand is part of that process.

Welsh Government’s membership of Stonewall’s Diversity Champions’ scheme requires the protected characteristic 

of sex to be either subsumed beneath the undefined and unverifiable term ‘gender’, conflated with ‘gender’ and 

‘gender identity’, or simply ignored.

The authors of this Action Plan have done just that.

Research & methodology
The methodology, as far as we can ascertain, is amateur in the extreme. References are so few, and statistical data so 

poorly utilised (if at all), it is difficult to know what the evidence base is for either the Action Plan itself, the Expert 

Panel Report, or the extensive recommendations. This is not an adequate basis for policy-making. 

We have not been able to source the Stonewall Cymru Survey, variously referenced in the Plan as having resulted in 

‘532 responses’ and ‘over 600 responses’. We have no way of knowing, therefore, the quality or validity of the survey 

in its own right, the numbers of responses from each section of the ‘LGBTQ+’ community, or the extent to which 

CAN THE PLAN
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intersectionality was also surveyed, especially in relation to faith, disability or age. We cannot tell how many 

people responded from different parts of Wales or the mix between urban and rural residents. We don’t 

know whether respondents’ sex was recorded or only their gender: nor is it clear how far beyond the 

confines of Stonewall Cymru’s circle the survey managed to reach.  

The statistics are not disaggregated and are therefore meaningless. It is not possible to make an informed 

policy decision on the basis of knowing that ‘46% of LGBTQ+ people in Wales have experienced verbal 

harassment in the last year’ if we don’t have disaggregated and contextualised evidence to work from.

Criminologist Gwen Jones provides a detailed analysis of the way in which statistics have been used ‘to 

justify a highly ideological set of policies’ in Part II of this report. She points out that the data used to 

support the Action Plan narrative has been collated from very different demographics, and that the 

conclusions drawn are therefore partial and misleading. For example, the Action Plan states that trans-

identifying persons are at a higher level of risk – of discrimination, hate crime, and violence – than other 

groups. And yet:

According to the same dataset, 86% of hate crimes against the various 
categories of the LGBTQ+ are against same-sex attracted people. The bulk of 
hate crime and victimisation is against same-sex attracted persons, not trans-
identifying persons. Particularly, bisexual women are at high risk of intimate 
partner violence, a phenomenon which gets no mention in the Action Plan. 

Further, she argues that this constant reiteration of the ‘unique vulnerability of trans-identifying males 

must be treated with extreme caution’. Like the Action Plan itself, it has no basis in fact.

The recommendations
The Action Plan recommendations are far-reaching. They cover human rights & recognition, safety, homes 

& communities, health, education, the workplace (Welsh Government is itself a member of Stonewall’s 

Workplace Equality Index and likely to be partial on this topic), and Covid recovery.

Our detailed response to these recommendations will be published on our website shortly, and will form the 

basis of our consultation response. In general, the recommendations are incoherent and partial. This is no 

surprise given the inherent bias and lack of objectivity in the process and within the Panel, the woefully 

inadequate methodology and research-base, the almost total lack of evidence, the near exclusive focus on 

the TQ+ element of the LGBTQ+ ‘community’, and an implacable hostility to alternative opinions (or indeed 

to medical evidence – e.g. of the irreversible effects of puberty blockers) which challenges the gender 

ideology narrative.

We are not alone in our view that the Welsh Government’s LGBTQ+ Action Plan is misogynistic and 

homophobic, damaging to same-sex attracted people, to women, and to gender non-conforming young 

people.  

We do not consent.

CAN THE PLAN
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Next steps
The Welsh Government’s consultation on this Action Plan closes on 22 October. We will be continuing to 

examine the implications and provide briefings for members of Senedd. We will be sharing these briefings 

online and with our supporters.

We need our democratic representatives to understand they are sleepwalking into a dramatic failure 

to protect vulnerable people in our society, and the hard won equality of women and people who are 

lesbian, gay or bisexual. We need you to talk to any or all of your five members of Senedd, to talk with 

your friends and family, and prepare your own response about the impact of self-ID.

Thank you for your support.  Diolch am eich cefnogaeth.

CAN THE PLAN
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Opinions,
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expertise &
experience

We have published a number of blogs on our 
website during this campaign, from individuals 
and groups, from health professionals, 
educators, members of the LGB community, and 
those who will be impacted by the Action Plan 
recommendations if they are implemented.

We are republishing them here. 

The consensus is clear. The LGBTQ+ Action Plan is 
not fit for purpose.
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Appropriating violence: misuse 
of statistics

Criminologist Gwen Jones reveals the 
exaggerated claims and dubious 
statistics utilised by the authors of the 
Action Plan to make their case. 

In the Welsh Government’s LGBTQ+ Action Plan we are presented with the idea that 

trans-identifying males are at risk of violence, even uniquely so. This is a familiar 

position within trans-activist discourse. Munroe Bergdorf has solemnly declared 

that, as a trans person, he was as at risk of dying before the age of 35. Yet this 

frequently asserted figure ultimately turns out to refer to trans-identifying males in 

South America involved in selling sex – and to be no more than an estimate 

proffered by an activist, with no basis in any formal research whatsoever.

Some trans-identifying persons are themselves clear that the risks they face hugely 

inflated, in ways that are damaging to their mental well-being. As Verity Lambert 

writes:

Not only have we been living in this fear, the same fear which 
told me I wouldn’t live to see 36, but we have been 
appropriating a violence which is not happening to us.

As another researcher (who also indentifies as trans) observes: ‘The overall homicide 

rate of transgender individuals was likely to be less than that of cisgender 

individuals.‘ The focus on trans-identification as a risk marker obscures the 

vulnerability of a particular sector: those people, both female and male, working in 

prostitution.

This is a key manoeuvre of the trans idelogy. By removing the context of violence 

against trans-identifying males, perpetrated by men (in this case, within the context 

of prostitution), it is presented as emanating from women who refuse, non-violently 

and within the bounds of the law, to accept the fiction that gender identity overrides 

the materiality of the human body, and the history – as old as civilisation itself – of 

male violence.

The LGBTQ+ Consultation launched by Welsh Government reiterates the supposed 

vulnerability of trans-identifying males. It states:

[H]ate crime against LGBTQ+ people continued to rise, most 
notably against trans people (more than doubling since 2017 
to 106 per cent)

This gives the impression of a vertiginous rise, but in fact it is not incommensurate 

with the increase in hate crime reporting across all populations, and is as likely to 

reflect increased reporting as much as increased incidence. Violent crime, 

experience

Welsh Government 
needs to review the 
Action Plan in its 
entirety, paying 
close attention to 
research which has 
been used to justify 
a highly ideological 
set of policies.
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meanwhile, is not increasing in the UK.

By my calculation, there was a 57% increase (from 1,615 in 2017/18 to 2,540 in 

2019/2020). Meanwhile, over the same period, the definitions of what is, and is not, a 

hate crime has become increasingly subjective and politicised.

Using the same period, from the same source, there was an increase of around 48% 

of hate crimes against people based in same-sex orientation (from 10,670 to 15,835) 

– not so very different from the increase in hate crimes recorded against trans-

identifying persons over the same period.

The determination that trans-identifying persons are at a higher level of risk cannot 

be made with confidence, because the population of people identifying as 

transgender is likely to have expanded from 2017/2018 to 2019/2020. According to 

GIRES estimates the population has increased by 11% per year. This means that no 

direct comparison can be made. With no reliable statistics for the numbers of trans-

identifying people, we cannot state whether a rise in reporting indicates an increase 

in the per capita likelihood of any individual trans-identifying person reporting a 

hate crime, or not.

According to the same dataset, 86% of hate crimes against the various categories of 

the LGBTQ+ are against same-sex attracted people. The bulk of hate crime and 

victimisation is against same-sex attracted persons, not trans-identifying persons. 

Particularly, bisexual women are at high risk of intimate partner violence, a 

phenomenon which gets no mention in the Action Plan.

The wide currency of this myth of trans vulnerability speaks to a wish to generate 

political empathy. As political psychologist Cory Clark explains, although the 

political left vaunts the importance of empathy in politics, it delimits that empathy 

to ‘mainly or perhaps only for relatively low-status groups.’ Thus, exaggerated claims 

to victimisation may be a tool for gaining political ground, particularly within 

leftist-oriented politics.

Claims to the unique vulnerability of trans-identifying males must be treated with 

extreme caution. There is no evidence that males who identify as transgender are in 

any way less dangerous to women than those who do not. It is important, therefore, 

not to allow a false perception of the vulnerability of trans-identifying persons to 

justify the erosion of those safe spaces created – often by women – for the 

protection of women and girls. Nor is it healthy for trans-identifying people to be 

given a false picture of the hostility of the world around them which is likely to 

damage their mental health.

Welsh Government needs to review the Action Plan in its entirety, paying close 

attention to research which has been used to justify a highly ideological set of 

policies.
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The Action Plan: a blueprint for 
gender dogma

Bev Jackson was a founding member 
of the UK Gay LIberation Front. In 
October 2019, almost 50 years later, 
she co-founded LGB Alliance to renew 
the campaign for LGB rights that had 
been submerged under a tide of 
gender identity dogma.

Welsh Government announces its LGBTA+ Action Plan with enthusiasm:

The Welsh Government announces new support package for 
Pride as part of ambitious plans to make Wales the most 
LGBTQ+ friendly nation in Europe.

However, the publication of the LGBTQ+ Action Plan for Wales does nothing to 

improve the climate for LGB people. In Wales, as in other parts of the UK, “LGBTQ+” 

is an abbreviation used to impose gender identity dogma.

What is wrong with the plan?
The plan focuses on 'gender' (mentioning it 23 times, not counting references to 

'transgender'). It also refers to the notion of 'non-binary' 10 times. There is no 

reference to biological sex at all.

The plan contains nothing to help teens grappling with their emerging sexual 

orientation to feel positive about it. In fact there are no references to same-sex 

sexual orientation at all. No references to the specific problems faced by lesbians 

(who face dual discrimination as homosexuals and women) or the specific problems 

of teenage boys who are having difficulty dealing with their emerging homosexual 

feelings. How can such a plan do anything to support LGB people? No positive role 

models. No recommended films or books about happy lesbians and gay men that will 

help teens who may be surrounded by homophobia in the family or at school to feel 

good about themselves.

Nothing positive for LGB people. Instead, with the constant repetition of LGBTQ+, as 

if these groups all shared similar issues, the plan ditches biological sex and focuses 

on gender identity dogma. Furthermore, there is nothing at all about special needs 

children. The whole subject of child safeguarding is completely ignored.

The publication of 
the LGBTQ+ Action 
Plan for Wales does 
nothing to improve 
the climate for LGB 
people. In Wales, as 
in other parts of the 
UK, “LGBTQ+” is an 
abbreviation used 
to impose gender 
identity dogma.
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According to gender identity dogma, everyone has a 'gender' or 'gender identity' 

that may be different from the 'sex assigned at birth.' If your 'gender' is the same as 

the 'sex assigned at birth' you are 'cis.' If not you are 'trans.' The plan is based on this 

belief system and leaves no room for those who disagree.

How does gender identity dogma harm LGB 
people?
In this climate, teens who do not conform to sexist stereotypes assume they may be 

trans. Teenage girls are especially vulnerable to the resulting social pressures. If a 

young lesbian hears only about 'gender identity', and this is not offset by any positive 

remarks about lesbianism, if there are no role models or helpful references for her, 

she starts thinking she needs 'gender treatment.' She starts binding her breasts, and 

is then referred to a gender clinic. Once she gets an appointment there, if she insists 

she is really a boy, she will get puberty blockers, which lead almost irrevocably to 

cross-sex hormones, and in many cases to a double mastectomy and infertility. Does 

it matter? Certainly it does. Not just because of the numerous health risks of lifelong 

medicalisation. But because many young women, and young men too, change their 

minds and deeply regret that they did not receive better care.

In short, what happened to many of these young people was a form of gay 

conversion therapy. 'LGB-friendly? Quite the opposite.

How did this plan get approved?
The plan was written and approved by Stonewall Cymru and a team who all come 

from the same clique of gender identity campaigners, most of them based at Cardiff 

University. They all share the same belief in gender identity dogma. Why did the 

Welsh government not consult more widely? LGB Alliance Cymru asked repeatedly 

to be involved as a stakeholder. Its requests were ignored.

This plan does nothing to advance or protect the interests of people with same-sex 

or both-sexes sexual orientation. It has a completely different aim: to teach everyone 

gender identity dogma and to impose it throughout Wales.

We call on the Welsh Government to withdraw this plan and consult more widely. 

LGB Alliance must have a seat at the table whenever LGB issues are being discussed. 

If all those involved in developing the plan are followers of gender identity dogma, 

people with same-sex or both-sexes sexual orientation have no representation.

Can the LGBTQ+ Action Plan: LGB voices must be heard!
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Lesbian Labour rejects Welsh 
Government's Action Plan

Lesbian Labour's rebuttal of the Action 
Plan’s claim to represent same-sex 
attracted people, especially lesbians.

The Welsh Government Action Plan for LGBTQ+ people starts with an 

acknowledgement that this is not one community…but then proceeds to treat us as 

one. The refusal to consult with LGBA Cymru or Merched Cymru has ensured that 

no voice representing same-sex attracted lesbians was heard.

The Action Plan does not address the high levels of discrimination and attacks, both 

physical and verbal, experienced by lesbians, much of it coming from within this so-

called ‘LGBTQ+’ community. Stonewall does not represent us. In fact, its description 

of sexual orientation as based on ‘gender attraction’ erases our very existence.

There is no acknowledgement in this Plan that same-sex attracted Lesbians 

experience discrimination and obliteration by advancing the myths that a child can 

be ‘born in the wrong body’ and can change their sex.

A ‘trans-affirmation-only’ approach makes natural desistance very difficult, 

invariably leading to puberty blockers, cross-sex hormones and body-changing 

surgery: the lesbian has been trans-ed away.

The Welsh Government’s support for resources in schools, some for children as 

young as four years old, sows the seed that a trans identity is intrinsically better 

than being a Lesbian. We know from the testimony of child therapist Dr David Bell 

that as many as 70% of girls who express some gender dysphoria will grow up as 

Lesbians if supported through puberty in an holistic way.

The Welsh Government Plan is peppered with other well-worn myths, in particular 

the unsubstantiated claim that suicide rates and physical attacks are higher for 

those who identify as trans. Restating this myth once again implies more urgency in 

supporting the Trans community, whereas there is a high incidence of poor mental 

health amongst LGB people as well.

As lesbians, we are being defined out of existence. We are constantly accused of 

transphobia and bigotry when we try to assert and maintain our sexual boundaries. 

Due to this, our mental and emotional health suffers greatly. Worryingly, the 

frequency of physical assaults against lesbians and gay men is also on the rise.

Sexual orientation is not in itself an illness, but for some lesbians the response of 

family and society might require mental health services. Adequate funding should 

be made available for all services for the people this plan seeks to support. However, 

given chronic underfunding in the NHS generally, prioritising funding for others 

waiting in the queue for life-saving medical interventions is more important.

The Action Plan 
does not address 
the high levels of 
discrimination 
and attacks, both 
physical and 
verbal, 
experienced by 
Lesbians, much 
of it coming from 
within this so-
called ‘LGBTQ+’ 
community. 
Stonewall does 
not represent us. 
In fact, its 
description of 
sexual 
orientation as 
based on 
‘gender 
attraction’ erases 
our very 
existence.
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We at Lesbian Labour do not support this Plan and see it as divisive both for 

lesbians and for women and girls whose rights have not been respected 

throughout the document.
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Mary Douglas speaks out against 
Welsh Government-backed lesbian 
erasure.

Now here’s the thing … as a lesbian I should be really excited about living in a 

country which purports to support me and has come up with an Action Plan to 

ensure my needs are catered for. But alas, I am anything but thrilled.

Having read through the LGBTQ+ Action Plan all I see is an exercise in promoting 

queer and transgender ideology. In fact the word lesbian is only mentioned twice 

and sex as a protected characteristic is tellingly left out of the Equalities list in the 

Ministerial Foreword. It seems pretty clear, as a lesbian, that the Welsh Government 

are committing themselves to supporting gender ideology over and above the 

concept of sex.

The fact that this is being backed by my government, and that my government has 

refused to allow me or the people who represent me to put our point of view to them, 

is terrifying. I am same-sex attracted. Without same-sex attraction, lesbians and gay 

men don’t exist. The drive to prioritise gender and include transwomen in women’s 

and lesbian groups and activities and organisations, despite lesbian and women’s 

legal right to have single sex spaces, is not supportive of lesbian or women’s rights. 

Inclusivity, when it forcibly requires the inclusion of males, damages lesbian and 

women’s organisations and communities.

Everywhere I look the word lesbian is being replaced with ‘queer’ or ‘non-binary.’ The 

Welsh Government’s Action Plan is doing the same thing. A few years ago a blue 

plaque commemorating the unofficial ‘marriage’ of lesbian Anne Lister declared 

Lister to be gender-nonconforming and was only changed to acknowledge her as a 

lesbian after public outcry.

Storme de Laverie, a butch lesbian who participated in the original Stonewall riot is 

being reinvented as transgender and queer all over the internet. Only a few weeks 

ago there was a Radio 4 feature on an exhibition celebrating the lesbian artist Joan 

Eardley in which the expert discussing her life and work described her as ‘queer’ 

throughout, eradicating Eardley’s experience as a lesbian in the 1940s and 50s. In 

publicity promoting the exhibition, Glasgow Museums described Eardley as non-

binary and only grudgingly agreed to change their wording on the grounds that the 

phrase non-binary didn’t exist when Eardley was alive.

As a lesbian I’m getting the message loud and clear — it’s no longer okay to be a 

lesbian. I can be non-binary or queer or non-gender conforming but not lesbian, 

please. So old-fashioned, so transphobic, to be attracted only to members of our own 

sex. And our Welsh Government is supporting this with an LGBTQ+ Action Plan that 

The LGBTQ+ 
Action Plan is an 
exercise in 
promoting queer 
and transgender 
ideology.

Wales' LGBTQ+ Action Plan is no 
go for lesbians
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barely mentions lesbians and is 90% focussed on transgender, non-binary and queer 

people.

For lesbians like me, who have always enjoyed events and groups that have been 

lesbian-only, the options are bleak. I have in front of me an online advert for an event 

that says it’s for lesbians, but is being promoted by a transwoman and is apparently 

‘designed by women and those who are non-binary but open to all’. So it’s a lesbian 

event that’s open to anyone, including men. How is this going to be a safe space for 

lesbians and in particular young women, or women just coming to terms with their 

same sex attraction?

Traditionally lesbians have chosen to gather for lesbian-only groups and events so 

that they could be themselves, free from the male gaze and from the judgment of 

those who are homophobic or adhere to gender stereotypes. The lesbian discos and 

events I was once able to organise and attend without fear of being picketed and 

reported for hate crime attracted not just lesbians but a small proportion of women 

who were straight but who enjoyed the opportunity to dance and socialise away 

from men. The events I organised were places where women who were questioning 

their sexuality or women who’d been abused could feel safe. I felt a strong duty of 

care to them. Where is this now?

Today most of our formerly female-only lesbian spaces have been bullied, guilt 

tripped or threatened into accepting males who identify as women into our groups. 

At a time when BLM is felling statues and decrying colonisation and its evils, lesbian 

culture is being colonised by straight white men (all the transwomen I’ve 

encountered have been white) and the Welsh Government that says it’s committed to 

making life better for LGBQT+ people is encouraging this. There are virtually no 

guaranteed lesbian/female-only spaces or events left. Those that exist tend to be 

organised under the radar, arranged by private groups where each participant has to 

be vouched for by someone already known. Unless we take these precautions 

transwomen almost inevitably find a way in. It takes extraordinary nerve to ask 

them to leave, which is why that so seldom happens. It’s easier for lesbian groups to 

melt away and regroup secretly than to confront the people trying to invade them.

Only a fortnight ago I attended a camping weekend which was advertised by and for 

lesbians, but where at least two transwomen turned up. One of them sat on the bank 

of the river silently watching us swimming and staring at us in a way all women will 

be familiar with. I am aware of lesbian holidays and weekend breaks which are 

advertised for lesbians and involve shared accommodation, however transwomen 

who identify as lesbians are coming along to these events unchallenged – meaning 

that lesbians can unknowingly find themselves sharing a room with a male bodied 

person. How difficult will it be to object to this without being called a transphobe?

In Cardiff Alex Drummond, a man with a full beard and a penis, has gone into 

schools and informed young people that he is a lesbian and is ‘expanding the 

bandwidth’ of what it is to be a woman. Alex is a member of Stonewall’s transgender 

advisory group. Can you imagine how any young woman who’s been questioning her 

sexuality might feel after encountering him? Many older butch lesbians know that if 

they were growing up today, with the Welsh Government’s zeal for gender ideology 
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and its adoption of Stonewall’s affirmation-only policy (which is questioned by many 

responsible therapists) they would have been identified as transgender in their teens 

and have been encouraged to take puberty blockers and progress through body 

mutilation to sterility and a life on hormones just because they don’t conform to 

restrictive stereotypes and because they are lesbian.

In 2000 I was one of the organisers of the Wales Lesbian Millennium Festival, an 

event held at Swansea University and attended by hundreds of lesbians from all over 

Wales. It was a wonderful weekend of workshops, sports tournaments, a lesbian film 

festival in the Taliesin cinema and more. In the evening the lesbian Mayor of Bangor 

opened festivities and we had several fabulous lesbian bands and performers and 

then a disco. A video was made of the event and many women spoke about how 

affirming and important it was to them to be able to socialise with people who 

understood them and without fear or stigma. We couldn’t hold that event now. No 

student union will host a women-only or lesbian-only event. It has to be inclusive.

It makes me want to weep when I think of how hard we fought for equal rights for 

LGB people and how we mistakenly believed that homophobia was gradually being 

eradicated. The LGBTQ+ Action Plan and the Stonewall agenda are all part of the 

problem we face. They are actively, in their insistence that transwomen are women 

and that a person is whatever they self-identify as, working against LGB rights.

It’s homophobia still — just a new, Welsh government-backed form of homophobia.
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No pride in 'Pride'

Lee Davies tracks the decline of Pride; 
once a powerful collective protest 
against discrimination, now a 
‘totalitarian and homophobic’ 
corporate jamboree.

In June, the Welsh Government announced that it was awarding Pride Cymru 

£25,000 this year, as part of a long-term plan to ‘embed support for the organisation’.

The Welsh Government has supported Pride in the past, but 
now we are putting this support on a firmer footing, to help 
with long-term planning and sustainability, not just for a 
single event but in recognising the role Pride plays as a 
grassroots movement.

We will be making £25k of new funding available for Pride 
Cymru this year and will be embedding this support, and 
substantially more in the future. Alongside this, we will also 
be establishing a new Wales-wide Pride Fund to support 
grassroots events across the country. We will support smaller 
movements to thrive and help ensure that every LGBTQ+ 
person can take part in what Prides have to offer.

On the face of it this appears to be a laudable decision. Unfortunately, the dominance 

of the ‘no debate’ gender identity lobby, spearheaded by Stonewall, means that Pride 

is now little more than a corporate jamboree where organisations can earn some 

quick and easy diversity points. With a shimmer of glitter and a few strategic 

rainbows, it is increasingly totalitarian and homophobic, including only those who 

mouth the appropriate gender identity mantras. And those who don’t?

First they came for the lesbians, in London and at Pride Edinburgh:

Many words have been used to describe our action and the 
women involved: ‘anti-trans’, ‘hateful’, bigoted’, ‘old’, ‘bitches’, 
‘saggy tits’, ‘TERFs’. In truth, we are simply unapologetic 
lesbians and feminists. Get The L Out means removing the 
already marginalized ‘L’ from an alliance that is failing 
lesbians.”

Sarah from Get the L Out

As a migrant and lesbian who was born in a totalitarian 
state it was really shocking to come to the Scottish Pride, 
where we carried a banner “Lesbian visibility”, and be 

The Welsh 
Government 
needs to listen to 
the voices of LGB 
people who are 
now under 
attack by the 
very organisation 
that was set up 
to defend them.

Instead, they 
have consistently 
refused even to 
meet with 
lesbians, gay 
men and 
bisexuals who 
are not toeing 
the Stonewall 
line.
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shouted at, by a group of mostly male white teenagers with 
the transgender flags, that we need to be ‘fucked’, 
‘ashamed’ and ‘get the fuck out’.

Anonymous comment collated by For Women Scot

For me there as an ally, I was struck by the near hysteria of 
those opposing the lesbian visibility contingent. And the lack 
of any real women’s self-organised presence other than us. 
All the young women were clustered around men.

Anonymous comment collated by For Women Scot

Then it was Swansea’s turn as lesbians holding ‘Transactivism erases Lesbians’ 

signs were forcibly ejected from the Pride march by police.

And last weekend at Manchester Pride, participants turned their venom on a gay 

man, targeted because he was wearing an LGB Alliance T-shirt and beanie hat. In 

case you are unaware of the LGB Alliance, it is a registered UK charity approved by 

the regulators. The Alliance was set up by veteran lesbian, gay and bisexual rights 

campaigners and activists, including one of the original founders of Stonewall, who 

felt that the lobby group no longer represented them. This is demonstrably the case.

So who does Pride – and by extension Stonewall – now speak for?

Above all, Pride is now a public reinforcement of an ideology that insists that men 

can become women simply by identifying as such; that gender non-conforming 

young people should be fast-tracked on to puberty blockers and a lifetime of 

medicalisation; that single-sex spaces, services and opportunities should be denied 

to women and girls; and celebrates the public expression of sexual fetishes.

What I saw at the Pride today was an exhibitionism of 
totalitarian patriarchal male fetish covered in ‘transgender’ 
flags that seizes every opportunity to dismiss and attack 
women’s boundaries.

Anonymous comment collated by For Women Scot

Can we expect similar scenes at a state-sponsored Pride Cymru? Less than 20 years 

after the repeal of Section 28 in Wales, will we see the return of government-

sanctioned homophobia, only this time dressed up in faux-progressive language 

about gender identity and inclusion?

It is clear that Pride and Stonewall, the organisation that is driving the gender 

identity juggernaut, no longer represent lesbian, gay and bisexual people. In fact, 

they are actively harmful to the interests and boundaries of lesbians and bisexual 

women.

The Welsh Government needs to listen to the voices of LGB people who are now 

under attack by the very organisation that was set up to defend them. Instead, they 

have consistently refused even to meet with lesbians, gay men and bisexuals who are 

not toeing the Stonewall line.
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Veteran gay rights campaigner Simon Callow, one of the most vocal critics of 

Section 28, recently spoke out about the direction taken by Stonewall, which has 

seen its most unpleasant expression at Swansea, Edinburgh and Manchester Prides:

They have taken a very strange turn towards the tyrannical, 
a dangerously prescriptive position on a complex issue. 
When it impinges on women’s rights, hard-won women’s 
rights, the right to exclusive spaces for women, away from 
any threat at all — I think that’s a very serious issue.

He’s right.
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The silencing of the LGB

A gay man’s experience of exclusion 
and silencing.

I’m a professional, 30-something gay man who lives in South Wales. And for my own 

safety I’m unable to reveal my real identity.

So why the anonymity? 

Because I stated that homosexual people are exclusively same-sex attracted, that sex 

is real and immutable, and that a man will never be a woman. I also said that the 

actions of many LGBTQ organisations and their supporters display a cavalier 

attitude towards child protection and the most basic of safeguarding principles.

It’s been an interesting journey from inclusion to exclusion, from someone who 

cheered when Get the L Out were excluded from London Pride – something I’m now 

rightly ashamed of – to being kicked out of my own community. 

The attacks started around two years ago on social media after I said that, as a gay 

man, I could never be attracted to a transman. I was called a genital fetishist and 

asked to examine my preferences. And removed from the various LGBTQIA+ groups 

I’d been part of. 

This was a wake-up call. I began paying attention to what the so-called TERFs were 

saying, and how organisations like Stonewall were responding. Then my hero, JK 

Rowling, voiced support for a woman called Maya Forstater who had been fired for 

saying completely reasonable things regarding the reality of biological sex. She was 

vilified and threatened.

When LGB Alliance was set up. I saw that friends of mine were tweeting the hashtag 

‘LGB Alliance is a Hate Group’, but I couldn’t see what was wrong with wanting to 

advocate for the rights of LGB people on the basis of their sexual orientation. 

Like so many before me I fell down the Youtube rabbit hole, eventually discovering 

Magdelen Berns. I remembered the name from earlier in the year when I’d had seen 

people on social media gloating over her death; they talked of pissing on her grave… 

and worse. 

This kind, courageous and brilliantly funny lesbian was being described as scum, 

simply for standing up for the rights of women, children and homosexual people.

I started a new anonymous Twitter account, and began to follow the gender critical 

people I had once dismissed as bigots. I began to educate myself. 

I learned that, according to Stonewall, there were 600,000 trans people in the UK 

but that only around 5,000 had a gender recognition certificate. I learned that the 

vast majority of those who call themselves transwomen were fully intact biological 

It is abundantly 
clear to me that 
gay men and 
lesbians are 
despised by the 
LGBTQIA+++ 
community. If we 
dare to assert 
our same-sex 
attraction, or 
express the need 
for even the most 
basic 
safeguarding 
principles, we are 
threatened, 
vilified, and 
reported to the 
police. There is 
no longer a 
community.
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males, heterosexual men who were now ‘identifying’ as lesbians. And I learned that 

the majority of ‘trans kids’ who were being put on puberty blockers were gender-

non-conforming kids growing up in an increasingly homophobic culture. 

At this point, I started a blog on substack and wrote about Mr Gay England, a gay 

male beauty pageant. One of the contestants was a heterosexual woman who 

identified as a gay man. She had been repeatedly sexually assaulted from the age of 

6 and was clearly traumatised by the experience. On every level this seemed wrong.

I was angry and upset at the way LGBTQ organisations were gaslighting young gay 

teenage boys, demanding that they should accept females as sexual partners if they 

identified as men. I was also angry at the way in which this vulnerable young woman 

was being used to validate the gender narrative.

I wrote what I thought was a reasonable, compassionate article that no-one would 

object to. I was wrong.

I was attacked. First by the owner of a gay lifestyle magazine, then by twitter 

accounts claiming to be employees of Stonewall UK. And then the Mr Gay England 

twitter account was used to orchestrate a co-ordinated attack on me. They said my 

article was a hate crime, they reported me to the police, and they encouraged their 

followers to do likewise. 

This led to a deluge of abuse from Mr Gay England supporters. I received threats to 

my job, my wellbeing, and my life, as angry gender activists said they would find me 

and kill me. 

I deleted my substack and decided to speak to my employer, telling them of my 

‘crime’ and that activists wanted me to be fired. Luckily my employer supported me, 

but they also advised me not to use my real name online, not wanting my views on 

the rights of women and gay men to be associated with them.

Eventually I started writing again. One article was about the normalisation of child 

abuse and the breakdown of basic safeguarding principles being promoted by 

LGBTQ organisations and gender advocates. 

Once again a co-ordinated attack began, this time organised by a verified blue-tick 

trans activist who called for me to be reported to the police and to my employer. 

And once again the death threats ensued.

Under siege from repeated police reports and relentless abuse, I came off social 

media, genuinely fearful for my safety. 

It is abundantly clear to me that gay men and lesbians are despised by the LGBTQIA+

++ community. If we dare to assert our same-sex attraction, or express the need for 

even the most basic safeguarding principles, we are threatened, vilified, and 

reported to the police. There is no longer a community. 

LGB people are hated, and we are silenced. 
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Pushing back women's rights in 
Wales

Ruth Serwotka is a co-founder of 
Women's Place UK.

Welsh Government have commenced consultation on its LGBTQ+ Action Plan. They 

have issued the draft plan to much fanfare and have commissioned Stonewall 

Cymru, the leading Welsh LGBTQ+ NGO, to pull together ‘queer’ perspectives. So far 

so good one might think. But of course, anyone paying attention, any politician with 

their finger on the pulse, knows that it is not as simple as that. Politicians can no 

longer pretend that there is only one point of view that matters when it comes to 

‘queer’ voices; that of Stonewall. The terrain is fraught with increasing numbers of 

people, especially women and lesbian and gay people themselves, raising serious 

concerns about Stonewall’s approach.

Their opposition cannot be dismissed out of hand in a society that supports 

democratic dialogue.

In 2017 Stonewall quietly submitted evidence to the Women and Equalities 

Committee in Westminster. In their submission they argued for the removal of safe 

spaces for women from provisions within the Equality Act. As such they were 

supporting a view that would prevent women from accessing female-only trauma-

informed services. The consequences of their tinkering with the law would have a 

profound effect, leaving rape crisis centres, female prisons, female hospital wards 

and women’s sports open to male access.

Why would a progressive charity support such a view?

Because they were promoting the idea, prevalent in ‘queer theory’, that anyone born 

male should be able to self-identify as the opposite sex. Their view, some would argue 

fanaticism, can be summarised in the liturgy ‘trans women are women’, chanted as a 

religious doctrine at anyone who disagrees with them. They have attempted to 

remove from our public space the widely held, scientific view that sex is biological, 

binary and immutable, branding it transphobic and bigoted.

‘What is a woman?’ is now being asked of leading politicians. And all politicians must 

get used to providing an answer. At the moment many answer with nonsense: ‘it’s a 

feeling’, ‘it’s an attitude’,  ‘it’s complicated’.  Some politicians like to suggest the 

question should not be up for debate because the little people, who make up the 

electorate, who are women, or have daughters, sisters, mothers, female partners, on 

who these issues will directly impact, should be silenced and not allowed a view. 

It is arguable 
that Stonewall 
has an 
unhealthy grip 
on our political 
institutions and 
our public 
bodies. It 
appears from 
the LGBTQ+ 
Action Plan, that 
they have an 
unhealthy grip 
on the Welsh 
Government 
too.
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These attitudes are learned directly from the Stonewall queer play book. It is 

arguable that Stonewall has an unhealthy grip on our political institutions and our 

public bodies. It appears from the LGBTQ+ Action Plan, that they have an unhealthy 

grip on the Welsh Government too.

The Welsh government consultation has not factored in the need to talk to a wider 

view than that of Stonewall or to listen to the views of ordinary people.

Women are people too and many of us are very angry. Scores of feminist groups have 

sprung up throughout Wales, as well as in the rest of the UK to oppose the onward 

march of Stonewalls agenda. The Action Plan, if it goes ahead without taking into 

account the views of these feminist organisations, will create a very divisive, 

damaging framework within Wales. It is not the job of any governing party to sit in a 

comforting echo chamber, pay for (the Welsh government fund Stonewall Cymru) 

and then only listen to the views of one interested party. The views of the grassroots 

feminist groups – ordinary women who have self-organised without public subsidy 

– should also be at the heart of this consultation.

The Welsh Government are about to push back women’s rights, and should be made 

aware that in doing so they meet with profound opposition. ‘If you don’t support my 

sex you will not get my X’ is a trending political slogan for good reason.
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Welsh Government’s approach 
to dysphoria is dangerous

Dr Az Hakeem is the only Consultant 
Psychiatrist in the UK specialising in 
psychotherapy for gender dysphoria. 
He provides an overview of the 
negative implications of the 
‘affirmation-only’ approach to gender 
non-conforming children proposed by 
Welsh Government.

I am very concerned with Welsh Government’s proposed affirmation-only model for 

gender dysphoria. Based on my clinical experience this seems to be a potentially 

dangerous approach. There is a presumption that all patients presenting with 

gender dysphoria are the same and that one solution fits all. This is not the reality.

Merely affirming ones’ experience of transgender identity is clinically unhelpful for 

many people as there are a considerable number for whom the presentation of 

feeling that they are in the wrong body may not be a fixed long-term one, indeed, it 

may be one which they later regret. Further, rather than being a single condition 

there are many conditions; only some of which may be suitable for permanent fixed 

physical interventions such as hormones or surgery. In the service I ran, we saw 

patients with all sorts of gender presentations and, significantly, 26% of the adults I 

worked with were people who had previously had physical gender interventions 

such as hormones or surgery but who had later come to regret this decision; people 

who would now be considered detransitioners. This 26% were not present in any 

follow-up studies: this is one area of medicine where no follow-up was undertaken. 

They were, and are, a silent population who had been given medical and social 

interventions which they had asked for at the time; services believed that giving 

them what they asked for was the correct intervention.

Out of a sense of shame, these patients often did not go back to their GP, 

psychiatrist or gender clinics, but they universally stated that what they wished they 

had received at the time was a more exploratory, inquisitive, therapeutic model to 

try and work out what was behind their newfound gender presentation rather than 

immediate ‘affirmation’. They frequently cited that their families, colleagues and 

clinicians simply went along with their self-diagnosis, rather than asking them what 

they meant by their wish to change gender – a wish which subsequently did not 

persist, and one which they later regretted.

There are also many other conditions which may present as a gender dysphoria but 

which may be due to other factors such as trauma, autism or conditions relating to 

sexuality. There is also a blurring of important distinctions between those who wish 

to appear as the opposite sex but do not wish to change their body – conditions such 

It is my hope 
that the Welsh 
Government will 
review its 
proposed 
affirmation-only 
model for 
gender 
dysphoria so as 
to prevent what 
many of us 
predict will be a 
tsunami of 
young adults in 
the future who 
will come to 
regret the path 
they were 
encouraged, 
even 
pressurised, to 
take, and for 
whom there will 
be lifelong 
implications for 
their health, 
happiness and 
well-being.
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as transvestism and autogynephilic men who are excited by the acquisition of 

female genitalia.

The affirmation model alone is a short-sighted one. I understand how people who 

wish to do well by minority groups may feel that this is a supportive approach. 

However, those of us with extensive clinical experience in this field are very much 

aware that this ‘one solution fits all’ response is potentially dangerous and 

damaging.

This is especially so in the case of children for whom questioning most aspects of life 

– including culture, religion and their own identity – is a normal part of growing 

up. For some there may be internalised (or external) homophobia; for many children 

it is a manifestation of subversively and creatively exploring aspects of their identity.

Unfortunately, rather than allowing these children to creatively play with aspects of 

their identity, they are shunted into discrete categories and then put on a medical 

pathway which may be totally unnecessary and lead to further complications as an 

adult. Once children are given chemical castrating agents similar to those we gave 

to homosexuals in the Second World War (which we now know is wrong) and then 

given cross sex hormones the changes can be irreversible. The famous case of Keira 

Bell verses the Tavistock last year brought to the fore just how damaging such a 

trajectory can be for young people.

It is my hope that the Welsh Government will review its proposed affirmation only 

model for gender dysphoria so as to prevent what many of us predict will be a 

tsunami of young adults in the future who will come to regret the path they were 

encouraged, even pressurised, to take, and for whom there will be lifelong 

implications for their health, happiness and well-being.
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Wales’ LGBTQ+ Action Plan takes 
no account of autism

Autism expert Christian Wilton-King 
exposes the Action Plan’s worrying 
omission of autistic children, in spite of 
the fact that 50% of young people 
referred to the Tavistock have a 
diagnosis of autism or autistic traits.

The Welsh Government’s (WG) LGBTQ+ Action Plan seeks to replace the biological 

reality of sex, with the nebulous term ‘gender’. You can find out more about this on 

Merched Cymru's website, but in this article I explore the implications of the Action 

Plan for autistic people.

We’re still learning about autism but there is scientific consensus that it is a genetic-

based neurological variant.

The most common traits shared by people on the autistic spectrum are:

• Sensory issues (hyper- or hypo-sensitive) and sensory overload/burnout

• A need for predictability

• Difficulties in understanding social interactions/literal-mindedness

• Difficulties in managing social demands, for example: being expected to make eye 

contact

• Daily struggles when navigating a world which is designed for ‘neurotypical’ 

people

Not every autistic person is disabled by his/her autism but autism is an intrinsic part 

of who they are and there is no ‘cure’.

The Action Plan is steeped in ‘gender identity’ ideology (specifically, queer theory); 

however, the concept of ‘gender identity’ is antithetical to sexuality.

Like autism, sexual orientation cannot be changed – at least not without causing 

lasting trauma, such as that caused by gay conversion therapy. For autistic people, 

the equivalent is Applied Behavioural Analysis (a ‘therapy’ which seeks to stop 

autistic patterns of behaviour which are seen as ‘wrong’).

‘Gender identity’ involves reinforcement of social norms/stereotypes. Gender is 

culturally specific and fluctuates over time, unlike sex, which is decided at the 

moment of conception.

Replacing ‘sex’ with ‘gender’ results in a de facto conversion of people who would 

otherwise have understood their gender non-conformity as an indicator of same-sex 

attraction. Interestingly, there is a higher prevalence of gender non-conforming 

behaviour and, lesbian, gay and bisexual sexual orientations amongst autistic people, 

believed to be in the region of 15 – 35%.

Given all the 
well-
documented 
connections 
between autism 
and gender 
dysphoria – 
particularly in 
the Tavistock 
ruling, which is 
mentioned 
within the Action 
Plan – why is it 
the Action Plan 
does not 
mention autism 
even once?
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Autism is characterised by sensory difficulties – and ‘gender’ is a very sensory affair. 

Pink for girls, swooshy dresses, long hair, make-up; blue for boys, utilitarian fabric, 

dark colours, short hair.

What about autistic girls who hate the feel of hair clips? Or autistic boys who love 

sequins and vivid colours? There is a likelihood that before there is a diagnosis of 

autism, a child’s discomfort with gendered expectations is misdiagnosed as gender 

dysphoria. The Tavistock gender clinic in London has given hormone treatments to 

children as young as ten. Its own records show that 1 in 2 children referred to its 

service have either a diagnosis of autism or mild-to-moderate autistic traits.

The Tavistock also recorded that nearly all patients given puberty ‘blockers’ went on 

to take cross-sex hormones and therefore risked sterility (among other serious side-

effects) as adults.

The recent High Court judgement in the Bell vs. Tavistock case ruled that children 

are unlikely to be able to make informed decisions about accessing treatments such 

as puberty blockers. The Action Plan dismisses the judgement, stating, “recent 

studies identify a positive relationship between access to puberty-suppressing 

treatments and improved mental health for trans young people”.

In fact, the Action Plan makes the ‘affirmative approach’ one of its recommendations 

and positively asserts its commitment to enabling GPs to initiate hormone therapy. 

What then of autistic children?

Given all the well-documented connections between autism and gender dysphoria – 

particularly in the Tavistock ruling, which is mentioned within the Action Plan – why 

is it the Action Plan does not mention autism even once?

This is not a minor issue. Young people who use cross-sex hormones can become 

sterile. Women in their early 20s are having hysterectomies as testosterone causes 

their reproductive organs to atrophy and they lose sexual function and the ability to 

orgasm. All before their brains have fully matured.

The writers of the Action Plan appear to know this, but have simply decided to 

disregard it as it does not fit their narrative. All to the detriment of Welsh autistic 

people.
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Wales’s LGBTQ+ Action plan is 
Stonewall’s agenda

Stephanie Davies-Arai, founder of 
Transgender Trend points out the 
serious implications of basing policy – 
and schools’ guidance – on a belief.

The LGBTQ+ Action Plan for Wales could be renamed the Stonewall Agenda for 

Wales in its slavish adoption of all Stonewall’s demands, along with Stonewall’s 

substitution of sex with ‘gender identity’ as the basis of human rights and 

protections.

The undifferentiated acronym ‘LGBTQ+’ groups together a diverse section of society 

based on their personal feelings and self-identities; from the heterosexual man who 

identifies himself as ‘non-binary’ or ‘queer’ to the lesbian who faces real 

discrimination on the basis of both her sex and her sexual orientation.

Basing policy for Wales on people’s personal identities raises conflicts when sections 

of the ‘LGBTQ+’ group (gay, lesbian, bisexual) have established protections in law 

based on their biological sex, not their ‘gender identity.’ The Welsh government does 

not acknowledge or address this conflict in their LGBTQ+ Action Plan; instead it 

obscures the inherent redefinition of lesbian, gay and bisexual people with the 

obfuscating blanket of ‘identity’ for all. Nor does the Welsh government consider the 

established rights and protections of women and girls which is based on their 

biological and legal status as the female sex, not on undefinable and unverifiable 

inner feelings.

The Ministerial Foreword states “Equality is for and means everyone in Wales, with 

no-one left behind.”

Equality for lesbian, gay and bisexual people is predicated on their definition in the 

Equality Act 2010 as being ‘same-sex’ or ‘both sexes’ attracted. Equality for women 

depends on the definition of ‘woman’ in the Equality Act as a member of the female 

sex. Without the means to define a group, that group cannot properly be protected 

in law.

The LGBTQ+ Action Plan for Wales pledges to:

Provide strategic, comprehensive investment in professional 
learning and training on designing a fully LGBTQ+ inclusive 
curriculum. This should include delivering LGBTQ+ inclusive 
RSE for all.

To include LGB people in the RSE curriculum requires correct biological definitions 

of this group. If sex education in schools is based on the nebulous concept of ‘gender 

identity’, same-sex attracted young people are not represented and cannot learn that 

it is acceptable to be exclusively attracted to the same sex.

We learned from 
the Keira Bell 
case how 
affirmation of 
‘gender identity’ 
can result in 
serious harms to 
young people. 
The Welsh 
government has 
a duty to put 
safeguarding of 
vulnerable 
children ahead 
of an adult 
political ideology 
in any resources 
or advice they 
provide for 
schools.
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Instead, a young lesbian, for example, will learn that a lesbian may be a heterosexual 

male who ‘identifies’ as a lesbian. For a young lesbian struggling with internalised 

lesbophobia as a result of bullying, her sexual orientation towards her own sex is 

reinforced as shameful and unspeakable. She is taught that lesbians can also be 

attracted to the male body and that not to be so may mean she is transphobic or 

bigoted.

The Action Plan also vows to:

Provide statutory national trans guidance for schools and 
local authorities.

If schools guidance is based on ‘gender identity’ as the distinction between boys and 

girls, girls cannot be protected and safeguarded as a sex. School facilities such as 

toilets and changing-rooms are separated on the basis of biological sex for the 

privacy, dignity and comfort of both sexes and the protection of girls from 

voyeurism and sexual harassment. Sports are separated on the basis of biological sex 

to ensure fairness and safety for girls. Taking away these rights and protections does 

not ensure and honour equality for girls.

Stonewall believes that being a boy or a girl has nothing to do with biological sex and 

everything to do with inner feelings and personal identity. The Welsh government 

may believe the same thing, but it is not appropriate to base schools guidance on a 

belief. Children have a right to be taught facts; if ‘gender identity’ is to be taught at 

all, schools must teach it as a belief along with other beliefs, or be in breach of the 

1996 Education Act which prevents political indoctrination of children.

We learned from the Keira Bell case how affirmation of ‘gender identity’ can result in 

serious harms to young people. The Welsh government has a duty to put 

safeguarding of vulnerable children ahead of an adult political ideology in any 

resources or advice they provide for schools.
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Teachers need parents: 
safeguarding in schools

Ruthy Jones provides a view from the 
chalk-face: the gender ideology that 
underpins this Action Plan, and the new 
RSE curriculum undermines the 
relationship between parents and 
teachers, and endangers children’s 
health and happiness

That is why partnership with parents is vital. Parents know their children better 

than teachers do. They see a different side of them at home which teachers never get 

to know. Often, this is a side that would surprise us. A child in school may be quiet 

and ignored but be outgoing and lively at home. A struggling child may benefit from 

the support parents can give in a different environment. In the vast majority of 

cases, parents know what their children want and need, and are best placed to 

provide it. In the vast majority of cases, parents care more about their individual 

child than overstretched teachers with a class full of children to worry about. 

Working effectively together though, teachers and parents can ensure children will 

have positive school experiences, achieve their potential and have good mental well-

being.

When communication and relationships break down between teachers and parents, 

it is a serious situation for the child.

Failings in Rhondda Cynon Taff
This is why I was horrified to read the story of a school in Rhondda Cynon Taff and 

the Trans Toolkit procedures they carried out, without proper consultation with the 

pupil’s parents. Not only was there a breakdown in the teacher and parent 

partnership, with teaching staff deciding they were the experts on this child (and 

presumably on gender dysphoria), there were serious safeguarding issues.

There was no consideration on the part of the teaching staff as to why the child had 

expressed their intention to identify as the opposite sex. Despite the parents’ 

statement that their child had been bullied and that the behaviour change was 

sudden, the parents’ concerns were ignored in the rush to affirm the pupil in their 

new identity. The school forgot that they are not privy to all the facts about an 

individual child and that parents know their own child better than busy, harassed 

teachers.

Any teacher 
worth their salt 
will be 
concerned 
teacher and 
parent 
relationships are 
at risk and 
safeguarding is 
being ignored. 
Any teacher 
worth their salt 
will know they 
lack the expertise 
to support and 
aid a pupil to 
make choices 
about their 
bodies that may 
be irreversible, 
especially 
without full 
parental 
involvement.
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A final safeguarding concern is that the child, who is a thirteen-year-old boy, was 

allowed to do PE with the girls and treated as the sex he identified with. Sex is a 

protected characteristic in the Equality Act 2010 and girls are entitled to single-sex 

spaces. It is wrong to prioritise the protected characteristic of gender reassignment 

over that of sex and to expect girls to remove their boundaries.

The Stonewall connection
Rhondda Cynon Taf, like most councils in Wales, is a member of the Diversity 

Champion Scheme run by the lobby group Stonewall. The school involved may also 

be a member of the Stonewall School and College Champion Scheme. Stonewall is 

not an expert in child development or education – but it has a profound influence 

on educational policies in our Welsh schools. This is set to become more of an issue 

if the Welsh Government has its way. Two new policies have recently been released 

for consultation which will have major implications for education: the RSE 

Curriculum and the LGBTQ+ Action Plan. Both are based on transgender ideology 

and Queer Theory and are heavily influenced by Stonewall, which was involved in 

their development.

In the RSE Curriculum, Strand 1 is called ‘Developing and expressing identity and 

forming relationships.’ It states:

Gradually learners should be supported to understand how 
aspects of identity and individuality, including LGBTQ+ 
diversity, sex, gender and sexuality, develop and change 
over time.

Us teachers might wonder how sex changes over time?

In the document, sex is defined as being

Assigned to a person on the basis of primary sex 
characteristics (genitalia) and reproductive functions. Some 
people’s gender identity does not match up with the sex 
they were assigned at birth. Sometimes the terms ‘sex’ and 
‘gender’ are used interchangeably to refer to whether 
someone is female, male or non-binary.

The definition of gender is equally confusing. It is described as a biological term, a 

term about identity, a term referring to social norms and a harmful stereotype. 

What the Welsh Government actually means by gender is unclear. Throughout the 

RSE Curriculum, sex and gender are conflated.
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A curriculum based in ideology
Despite the Welsh Government stating that RSE should be pluralistic and fact-based, 

the curriculum is based on ideology. Teachers, already overworked, will have to write 

RSE schemes based on confusing, unscientific ideas of ‘gender identity’, ‘non-binary’ 

and ‘assigned sex’. We do not have the time or expertise to do this. This was 

illustrated recently by the growing problem of sexual harassment of girls by boys in 

schools.

Teachers stated they felt unequipped to deal with the issue or to teach about respect 

and consent. Teachers will need to bring in specialists to help them teach the new 

RSE Curriculum. Experts like Mermaids, Just Like Us and Stonewall who are not 

politically impartial, conflate sex and gender and use resources that promote the 

idea of being born in the wrong body and a gender spectrum of pink and blue 

stereotypes.

Stonewall, along with other trans rights organisations, believe that gender identity 

should trump sex and have suggested single-sex exemptions should be removed 

from the Equality Act 2010. This is an issue for pupils, particularly girls.

What if a child does not believe that a fellow pupil is the sex they identify as? What if 

girls are unhappy sharing changing spaces? Will these children be considered 

bigoted, or accused of wrong think or transphobia? What of their rights to freedom 

of thought and expression, to feel safe from fear of exploitation or abuse? Will girls 

be taught about consent in one lesson only to be expected to give up their 

boundaries in another?

The LGBTQ+ Action Plan
In the new LGBTQ+ Action Plan, Mark Drakeford has put his name to the 

introduction which states:

We want Wales to be a nation, where everyone feels safe to 
be themselves, to be open about their sexual orientation, 
gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics.

Does Drakeford really mean this? Can pupils who believe sex is immutable feel safe 

to be themselves? Can gay and lesbian children feel safe to be themselves if say they 

are attracted to members of the same sex, not gender?

The introduction also proudly states:

We established a gender identity service to help our trans 
family be their true selves.

Does Drakeford believe that medicalisation is the only way children with gender 

dysphoria can be their true selves?

In the Education section of the Action Plan, the suggestion seems to be, worryingly, 

that the new RSE Curriculum is a done deal, rather than in consultation.
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It states:

Change is underway…the LGBTQ+ people who engaged with 
Stonewall Cymru’s outreach process were largely optimistic 
about the opportunities of the new Welsh curriculum.

Of course, schools should teach about being same-sex attracted, the condition of 

gender dysphoria and that some people identify as trans – but this must be done 

factually alongside biological sex, reproduction, evidence about treatment for 

gender dysphoria and how to form healthy consenting relationships whether 

straight or LGBT. In the Health section, there is the promise to:

Commit to review the Gender Identity pathway for children 
and young people in Wales following the review in NHS 
England.

The Welsh Government seem to have committed to the affirmation route which 

means social transition, puberty blockers, cross sex hormones and possible surgery. 

Is this how the Welsh Government believes children should develop and express 

identity and change over time? Should children express their true selves through 

medicalisation?

Teachers will be expected to comply
Us teachers will be expected to socially affirm, and encourage the gender identity 

pathway, if a child says they want to identify as the opposite sex in school. This is 

despite clear evidence which shows most children will desist with ‘watchful waiting’ 

approaches. These children often end up identifying as gay or lesbian. Could we 

complicate issues of gender non-conformity and sexual orientation by affirmation 

immediately? Surely teachers should be discouraging stereotypes and promoting 

the idea that there is no correct way to be a boy or girl? There is growing evidence 

that puberty blockers are not reversible, safe or always beneficial to children with 

gender dysphoria. England is not the only country to have reviewed puberty 

blockers. Sweden and Norway have both changed their approaches to using them.

The Welsh Government are promoting an ideology in our schools which is not 

supported by strong evidence. They appear to be following the example of the 

Scottish Government who recently released Trans Guidance for schools, amongst 

concern from parents. It seems likely that if the RSE Curriculum and LGBTQ+ Action 

Plan pass in their current forms, then there will be more incidents like that in the 

Rhondda Cynon Taf school. There will be further breakdowns in teacher and parent 

partnerships. Any teacher worth their salt will be aware that these policies raise 

many questions. 
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Any teacher worth their salt will be concerned teacher and parent relationships are 

at risk and safeguarding is being ignored. Any teacher worth their salt will know they 

lack the expertise to support and aid a pupil to make choices about their bodies that 

may be irreversible, especially without full parental involvement. 

This is too much responsibility for unequipped teaching staff to take upon 

themselves.
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Sex matters in sport

An expert view from Fair Play for 
Women, of the potential negative 
impact of the Action Plan on female 
sport, at all levels.

The Welsh government wants to ensure LGBT people benefit from sport. We agree. 

Sport can make you feel good. It can help you stay healthy, physically and mentally. A 

lucky few can earn a good living through sport. But women are still massively under-

represented. Teenage girls drop out at three times the rate of teenage boys. 

Professional women’s sport lags way behind men’s, with only a fraction of the 

sponsorship and earning power. Many sports bodies have explicit policies to attract, 

welcome and retain females in their sport, but there’s a long way to go.

What about LGBT people? Sexual orientation is not relevant in sport. It should not 

be a barrier to participation. No one should feel excluded because of their sexual 

orientation.

Trans identity should not be a barrier either. Policies should be developed to 

facilitate free gender expression and to provide a welcoming environment for all. 

But this cannot mean replacing the protected characteristic of sex with the separate 

concept of gender identity. We support the ambition to ensure that the benefits of 

sport are open to all. But we cannot consider sport without considering bodies, 

which have a sex not a gender identity.

Everyone knows there are significant performance differences between men and 

women. A large and lasting performance advantage is conferred by male puberty. 

Being male or female is relevant in almost all sports, as recognised in section 195 of 

the Equality Act. It is lawful to segregate sports by sex at every age, if the sport is 

considered to be “gender-affected”. This does not mean gender identity; it means 

biological sex. It is about bodies and not about identities or expression. Most sports 

governing bodies in Wales have used this exception in the EA to permit sex 

segregation. Without it, female players would not have access to safe, fair sport. It is 

essential that this is factored into any policy in sport, including LGBT+ policies.

Male people should be able to play in Open, Men’s or Mixed sport categories and 

competitions. Female people should be able to play and compete in Open events but 

they also need a category which excludes anyone with a male body. This must apply 

regardless of that person’s gender identity, because the male performance 

advantage is not removed by identification, nor by any known form of medical 

transition. Studies by academics on both sides of the debate about trans inclusion in 

women’s sport have published peer-reviewed papers showing that even after three 

years of testosterone suppression, a significant male advantage remains. This is not 

When males are 
permitted to 
participate in 
women’s events, 
females miss 
out. Some lose 
their places to 
those with 
performance 
advantage. 
Some self-
exclude through 
fear of injury, or 
discomfort at 
mixed changing 
facilities. Some 
are disheartened 
by the 
unfairness. So-
called trans 
inclusion is not 
free. Every male 
in a women’s 
team comes at 
a price, and that 
price is paid by 
females.
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surprising, since the anatomical and physiological differences enacted by male 

puberty are not reversed by hormone treatment – factors such as the narrower male 

pelvis which power a more efficient gait, the stiffer tendons which increase muscle 

efficiency, as well as many more familiar differences such as much greater muscle 

mass, larger lungs, less body fat, and so on. Therefore, sport policies must not 

replace the protected characteristic of sex with the separate concept of gender 

identity.

Other aspects of policy such as guidance for changing room access also need to 

weigh up the needs of transgender people and females for privacy. The law permits 

single-sex facilities and the exclusion of all males, even those with a Gender 

Recognition Certificate, from spaces where women or girls may be undressed or 

vulnerable. This includes sports changing rooms.

In considering sport policies to accommodate the needs of transgender people, it is 

essential to consider the impact on females. A policy intended to increase inclusion 

of one group may inadvertently trigger exclusion of another group. It’s easy to see 

how trans-identifying males can displace females, at every level from the Olympics 

to local rugby clubs. This is not about their motivation or their intention. It’s simply 

about the unarguable fact that male and female bodies differ. When males are 

permitted to participate in women’s events, females miss out. Some lose their places 

to those with performance advantage. Some self-exclude through fear of injury, or 

discomfort at mixed changing facilities. Some are disheartened by the 

unfairness. So-called trans inclusion is not free. Every male in a women’s team 

comes at a price, and that price is paid by females.
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Further resources:
Merched Cymru
LGB Allilance Cymru

Labour Women's Declaration
Fair Play for Women
Sex Matters
Women's Place UK
FiLiA

LGB Alliance
Lesbian Labour

Thoughtful Therapists
Transgender Trend
Safe Schools Alliance
Bayswater Support
Society for Evidence Based Gender Medicine
Detrans Voices

contact: hello@merchedcymru.wales


